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Print-ready File submission 

NVS proffered file formats are: Ai or PDF.
PDF files should be saved in a vector format.

Accepted file formats are: AI, PDF, PSD, TIFF, JPGs & EPS  

Ai / PDF Checklist

Embed high-res images. Recommended image 
resolution, after scaling, is 300 ppi 
(1200 ppi for bitmapped images).

Embed and outline all fonts.

NVS’s rich black build is C:40 M:30 Y:0 K:100

Exclude security settings.

Convert SPOT colors to PROCESS.

Do not crop images. Use clipping masks instead.

Add 1” bleed for any large scale printing. 
(See exception for Vehicle wrap projects) 

Build document at final size, or at a proportionate 
scale. For large print sizes, the preferred 
scale is 1/2, 1/4 or 1/10 

All elements that require die-cutting or CNC need to 
be provided to us on a path.  
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Specialty Ink Printing

If your project is printed with the use of Spot White or Spot clear/matte varnish please
make sure that the desired special effects layer is a specified path. 

Die Cut Vinyl / Contour Cut Graphics

If your project requires die cut lettering / logos / graphics. Please follow the following: 

1. If the star should be printed with
white ink or gloss overcoat

2. Provide the special ink layer, 
highlighted as a separate path. 

Outline all text

If the project requires printed and cut raster graphics, please provide 
the cut path on a separate layer. 

Vehicle Wraps Projects

We can assist your designer in creating your files for print-ready submission. 
In order for us to provide you with a template, let us know the Make/Year/Model of your 
vehicle. In addition if you have photos of the vehicle, please forward them to us as well. 
When working on the correct template, please remember to follow all of the standard 
submission guidelines, and in addition make sure that the below is implemented: 

Preferred scale is 1/2, 1/4 or 1/10

Please do not crop images, and provide at least 10” of bleed outside of the vehicle outline

When designing take note of the vehicle’s emblems. If you would like for us to remove 
them, note it in your file submission. If the would stay - design around them. 


